{celebrate

Quixote Foundation ten-year anniversary report
something old, something new, something borrowed, something blue

quixote foundation is celebrating the ten-year anniversary of our relationship with progressive nonprofit groups
and funders. for 2008 we’re renewing our vows and making some new promises to help shape the next ten years.

Here’s how the interactive report breaks down
10%

REPORT
» read the big sheet
» share it with your organization

80% VOW POSTCARDS

» read the stories & “idealisms”
» take some vows
» send the postcards to others

idealism}

10% CUSTOM POSTCARD

» send us your own vow & idealism using the postage-paid card
or submit it at www.quixotefoundation.org
» win chocolate (well, maybe)

We
Please

want to hear from you! hurry while the cake is fresh. selected responses will be posted on our web site and
we’ll choose three people who contribute vows to receive fabulous gift boxes of theo chocolate.
enjoy the anniversary cake and remember to offer a piece to your friends. there’s plenty to go around!

{old

Why was Quixote Foundation created?
What’s its heritage?

founded: in Madison, Wisconsin in
1997 by Arthur Stuart Hanisch
first grant: $25,000 to The Wilderness
Society to study and map the Crown of
the Canyons in Utah

Arthur

“stuart” hanisch was
born in 1932. he started quixote
foundation in 1997, but it seems
informative to go back a hundred years
or so to clarence addison shaler, the
grandfather stuart described as “kind
of a giant wizard of oz.”
Maybe we’re not the wackiest kids in
the family. As a child living on his
family’s farm, Clarence invented a
feline treadmill and harnessed a bunch
of barn cats to it—using their power to
churn the family’s butter so he wouldn’t
have to do the chore himself.
In the late 1800s, Clarence generated
a fortune manufacturing his own
inventions: a better umbrella, tire
patches and headlights for the first
automobiles, heating pads and much
more. He was a sculptor who didn’t
want to be paid for his work, saying the
happy experience of creating each piece
was reward enough. Ironically, not
caring much about money protected his
family’s wealth, as their conservative
investments were largely untouched by
the 1929 stock market crash. Clarence
did care intensely about the decline
of Native American populations and
their well-being. He described them
as having all but “totally disappeared”
in Wisconsin during his lifetime, and
spent $50,000 to commission the iconic
bronze statue “The End of the Trail”
because he hoped it would convey “a
slight tribute to their memory.”

idealism}

Clarence’s daughter Marian and her
husband, Arthur Hanisch, were Stuart’s
parents. They extended the family’s
reach into pharmaceuticals and woolen
mills (1950s enthusiasts: they invented
bobby socks) and combined those
interests (oddly, really) by patenting
a knit aortal transplant. Even though
Stuart was very young during the Great
Depression, he was uncomfortable
with the contrast between his family’s
affluent situation and the struggles
of his peers. This intuitive response
echoed his grandfather’s nature and
matured into a lifelong concern
for fairness.
Fast-forward to the 1960s and you’ll
find Stuart demonstrating to promote
civil rights and serving on state and
local NAACP boards. As a filmmaker
he documented race-based housing
discrimination, showing African
Americans turned away by landlords
and sellers who subsequently welcomed
white folks. Stuart’s employer, the
University of Wisconsin, refused to

endorse the resulting film so he quit his
job, ultimately taking on a wide range
of social and environmental causes.
Like Clarence, Stuart didn’t care much
for the wealth he enjoyed except for the
fact it helped him contribute to social
change. He lived modestly, poured
money into Quixote Foundation at a rate
far faster than tax benefits could accrue,
and contributed time, smarts and
energy in tandem with charitable gifts.
Stuart believed his donor’s role was
secondary to nonprofit groups. The
man with a larger-than-life grandfather
named his foundation after a cultural
giant, the fictitious Don Quixote, in
order to shift attention from himself.
He loved the notion of “tilting at
windmills”—charging into the fray
to defend heartfelt ideals no matter
how strong the resistance, whether
or not others share the cause—and he
supported the idealism of organizations
brave enough to tilt.
When Stuart died in 2002, his son
Erik became president of Quixote
Foundation. Stuart gave Erik complete
freedom to express his own values and
decide what direction the foundation
would take. Erik’s wife Lenore became
executive director as well as joining
the board, and together they have
guided the foundation’s evolution from
an anonymous, “checkbook giving”
entity to an active, public institution
with a full-time staff and a host of
collaborators and advisors. Some of
the changes have been dramatic, yet
Quixote Foundation has continued to
reflect Stuart’s passions and values. As
Erik said recently, “If Stuart were still
here, we probably wouldn’t have gotten
to this point—and yet we couldn’t have
gotten here without him.”
While we try not to draw a line too
literally from the foundation’s current
personality back through prior
generations, it’s hard not to notice some
family trends: inventive risk-taking,
evaluating success with measures
like “happiness,” believing injustice
for anyone is a personal affront to
everyone, caring less about money itself
than about the good money can do,
being what can generously be described
as “quirky”…. To grossly misquote
Abe Lincoln, “We’re lucky to know our
heritage and now it’s time to find out
what our generation will be.”
we appreciate the folks who helped
stuart launch quixote foundation:
Paul Soglin, past board member;
Rick Langer, past board member
and legal advisor; Helen Vukelich,
founding staff member; Martha
Vukelich-Austin, current board
member; George Allez, friend and
advisor; Mary Berryman Agard,
consultant; and a host of amazingly
supportive family and friends.

{new

What’s Quixote Foundation up to?
Who’s involved now?

mission: Quixote Foundation wants to
see free people in fair societies on a
healthy planet
areas of interest: U.S. reproductive
rights, environmental protection, U.S.
media reform, U.S. election integrity,
economic justice
basically it breaks down like this:
» free people can eat, drink, breathe,
work and play in surroundings that
promote their well-being. They
have the information and care
they need to decide whether and
when they want a child. They can
rely on information from an open
and diverse media to develop their
own opinions, and they’re able to
vote. They can afford good food,
education, health care, a home, a
family and retirement; and they
have genuine power to shape their
own lives.
» fair societies offer the same
reproductive health options for all
people. They treat the environment
with consideration for the present
and the future. They provide access
to knowledge for everyone, show
their citizens that votes are counted
correctly toward accurate results,
and elevate leaders who seek the
common good.
» a healthy planet full of rich and
diverse life is the best habitat
for people, whose thoughtful
reproductive decisions protect the
planet’s health so it can sustain each
family in turn. To promote sound
environmental policies, people need
accurate information from media
and individual votes that count more
than interest groups. Ways of living
that maintain a healthy planet should
be within everyone’s financial reach.

mode of operation: We try to act out our
values (and sometimes succeed). Our
staff is paid competitively with great
health care, holidays and vacations, and
we nudge our grantees to do the same
for their staff. We eat locally-produced,
organic food, recycle the packaging,
wash the plates with biodegradable soap
and dry them with free-range, grass-fed
dishtowels. What a bunch of hippies!
Our materials are printed with soy ink
on recycled paper by union print shops.
Vendors are screened for measures
of social responsibility like green
practices and fair wages. We never
ever dose anyone with performanceenhancing drugs and we’re kind to
small children. We purchase green
power and drive small/hybrid cars.
Buying carbon offsets from various
vendors makes us feel a little better,
but the fact remains we travel on fuelguzzling airplanes way too much. Help
us improve in every way by sending your
ideas to don@quixotefoundation.org.

Team Quixote
governing board: Erik Martin Hanisch,
president; Lenore Marihelen Hanisch,
executive director; Martha VukelichAustin, member
staff: Sara Watson, executive assistant;
June Wilson, operations director
muse: Don Quixote
(you can call him Don)
sidekicks: (you can call them Sancho)
Keneta Anderson, Allison Barlow,
Helen Brunner, program and
governance consultants
there’s no way we could mention:
All our valued collaborators. You know
who you are: THANK YOU!

Current Professional Memberships
» association of small foundations
» bioneers
» council on foundations
» emerging practitioners in
philanthropy
» environmental grantmakers
association
» funders’ committee for civic
participation
» funders’ network on population,
reproductive health & rights
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» grantmakers for effective
organizations

» grantmakers in film +
electronic media
» grantmakers in the arts
» grantmakers concerned with
immigrants and refugees
» grant managers network
» northern california grantmakers
» resource generation
» social venture partners
» sustainable agriculture
& food systems funders
» women donors network

{borrowed

How much money does Quixote Foundation have?
Whose money is it? Can I get my hands on some?

Stuart

For example, we frequently pay our
favorite graphic designer to work with
grantees, helping them communicate
more effectively. The bottom line for
us? Getting results is more important
than showcasing a rigid bottom line.

hanisch said, “money
provided doesn’t deserve credit—
what people and organizations do,
does deserve credit.” we figure
quixote foundation operates on
“borrowed” money. we direct the
resource, but it belongs to the
progressive nonprofit groups who
serve the common good.
During his lifetime, Stuart put money
into the foundation much faster than
his accountant would have advised
because he was more interested in
meeting needs than accumulating
wealth or tax deductions.
In keeping with Stuart’s approach,
we do a few things most foundations
would consider peculiar. We
frequently spend more than the fivepercent-of-principal required by the
IRS. When it’s simpler for nonprofit
groups, we sometimes pay their
expenses directly out of our operating
budget rather than channeling the
money through a formal grant.

socially responsible investing:
We’d like to put our “borrowed”
money to good use even before we
give it away. We’re moving in the right
direction, although progress is more
complicated and slower than we’d
like. With great relief we were finally
able to divest some mineral rights
holdings that had been in the portfolio
since back-in-the-day, and we’ve
been delighted to find investment
vehicles such as ShoreBank. Some of
our tactical approaches are cool, like
banking locally and signing a proxy
voting contract. Our quest to do better
is genuine and we need your smart
ideas, so feel free to email them to
don@quixotefoundation.org.

Summary Financial Information
Here’s a pie…er…cake chart illustrating
summary financial information for
the ten years ending 12/31/07. Since
the decade we’re celebrating was our
first, these figures encompass some
pretty big transitions. We’ve analyzed
general and administrative costs for
the early years as best we can. Those
costs were low during the home-office
days, and we’ll be the first to point out
they’ve increased as we’ve staffed up
to operate a professional organization.

Administrative and personnel expenses
are a critical part of effective program
work, and budgets should support them
realistically. We keep this fact in mind
when we look at nonprofit budgets too.
When Stuart passed away in 2002, most
of his estate went to the foundation,
increasing the amount available to give
each year. For example, 1998 giving
was $30,000 and in 2007 we granted
$1,101,250. Funding distribution across
interest areas has evolved over time and
is likely to continue changing.

Ten-Year Totals
25%
13%
12%
15%
22%
13%
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$979,072 u.s. media reform
$857,850 u.s. reproductive rights
$1,150,500 u.s. election integrity
$1,667,323 economic justice
$932,733 general & administrative

$7,492,998

total expenses 1997–2007

$22,833,162

principal as of 12-31-2007

types of funding: For organizations
that are invited to apply we typically
give general operating support, often
with a multi-year commitment. When
we make project grants, they’re usually
in the form of seed money for a new
enterprise.

If

$1,905,520 environmental protection

how to apply: We don’t accept
unsolicited proposals. Occasionally one
of our five interest areas will open up to
Letters of Inquiry. These letters have
to be submitted online. The electronic
form and all other details about Quixote
Foundation grants are available at
www.quixotefoundation.org.

you want annual details, our most recent forms 990pf are always available
at www.quixotefoundation.org.

{blue

Blue:The color of progress, clear skies,

pancake berries, clean water. What’s not to love?

here they are at last: Our raison d’être,
justification, validation, inspiration,
heart and soul. The following
organizations received grants between
1997 and 2007.

Their leaders have inspired us
to reach for the wild blue yonder,
and their work is how we measure
Quixote Foundation’s success.

Economic Justice
alliance for justice • american friends
service committee • arts wisconsin/
project girl • city of madison arts
commission/artworks! • boys and girls
club of dane county • business leaders
for sensible priorities • care usa • center
for international policy/iraq peace fund
communication • the center for a new
american dream • the charles hamilton
houston institute • ctm madison family
theatre company • diabetes & wellness
foundation • demos • east isthmus
neighborhoods planning council •
edgewood college/center for democracy
in action • family enhancement program •
foundation for madison’s public schools •
friends of ae-5/friends of salmon bay
school • genesis development corporation •
friends of atwood/girl neighborhood
power • headwaters foundation for
justice/the fund of the sacred circle

hospice care • institute for policy
studies • madison area technical
college foundation • madison area urban
ministry • native american rights fund •
northern california grantmakers •
oxfam america • ploughshares fund •
proteus fund/one wisconsin now •
third sector new england/resource
generation • students for a free tibet •
tides foundation/iraq peace fund •
united jewish appeal/federation of
jewish philanthropies of nyc • united
for a fair economy • united negro
college fund • university of wisconsin
foundation/comprehensive cancer
center, midwest social forum, odyssey
project • us fund for unicef • wisconsin
council on children & families •
wisconsin intergenerational network •
wisconsin labor history society

U.S. Election Integrity
aclu foundation of florida • california
voter foundation • center for voting
and democracy/campaign for fresh air
& clean politics • center for community
change • citizen action of wisconsin
education fund • common cause education
fund • computer professionals for
social responsibility • dane county
league of women voters • electronic
frontier foundation • electronic
privacy information center • lawyers
committee for civil rights under law

national coalition on black civic
participation • project vote • public
interest projects/funders’ committee
for civic participation • tides
foundation/national voice • true
majority • verified voting foundation •
international humanities center/
voter action, vote trust usa • weithorn
& ehrmann families foundation/the
democracy media project • women’s
leadership fund/the white house project •
wisconsin apprentice organizers project

Environmental Protection
1000 friends of wisconsin land use
institute • aldo leopold nature center •
american farmland trust • center for
ethical leadership/sustainability
confluence • climate solutions •
earthjustice • environmental grantmakers
association • friends of troy gardens •
gathering waters conservancy • institute
for agriculture & trade policy • maui
cultural lands • maui tomorrow •
midwest environmental advocates •
national wildlife federation • natural
resource defense council • northeastern
wisconsin in-school telecommunications
cooperative/esa no. 7

the nature conservancy • pcc farmland
trust • river alliance of wisconsin •
rockefeller philanthropy advisors/gulf
coast fund • russell family foundation/
the seed fund • sierra club foundation •
sierra club foundation for the maui
group • sightline institute • social
venture partners • union of concerned
scientists • university of wisconsin
foundation/papua new guinea, gaylord
nelson environmental endowments •
urban ecology center • the wilderness
society • wisconsin academy of sciences,
arts & letters • world wildlife fund

U.S. Media Reform
agape foundation/third world majority •
center for digital democracy • center
for independent media • center for
social justice/reclaim the media •
dreamcatchers/brave new foundation •
foundation for national progress • free
press • funding exchange/media justice
fund • renew media/grantmakers in
film + electronic media • the real news/
independent world television • link tv •
public communications/free speech tv
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U.S. Reproductive Rights
the alan guttmacher institute • feminist
women’s health center/cedar river
clinics • ms. foundation for women •
national abortion rights action league
pro-choice america foundation •
northwest women’s law center

Quixote Foundation Inc.

movement strategy center/center
for media justice • national network
of grantmakers/working group on
funding media • positive futures
network • prometheus radio project •
proteus fund/media democracy fund •
public communicators/free speech tv •
sonoma state university/project
censored • wisconsin democracy
campaign education project • white
center community development
association/youth media institute

pathfinder international • planned
parenthood federation of america •
planned parenthood association
of wisconsin • pci-media impact •
population connection • tides center/
pro-choice public education project

5405 leary avenue nw, suite 2, seattle, wa 98107

expanding as dramatically as the polar ice cap is receding.
Conservation has become a business priority as consumers
demand better practices and cleaner products. Religious
leaders point out our responsibility to consider the people most
vulnerable to climate change. Youth are creating green jobs in
their own neighborhoods, while investors bet on anything that’s
carbon-free.
Quixote Foundation is exploring new forms of environmental
protection grantmaking. We’re still a compass point short of
setting our direction, but we do know this: The most compelling
ideas come from unexpected sources who don’t waste time
wondering, “Why don’t people care more about the environment?”
Instead, they look at what people DO care about, and help steer
those passions into tangible action to promote a healthy planet.

Dear:
I vow

___________________________________________________

to look outside the usual “movements” for
interesting signs of movement.
I’ll get behind whoever does the most effective work regardless
of organizational or topical boundaries. I’ll recognize that
people with very different worldviews can work together toward
similar goals.

{unexpected

[ mail to:

Please join me and Quixote Foundation in taking this vow!

Sincerely,

___________________________________________________

Now that’s clean energy!

idealism}

{practice

in environmental protection is

Visit

www.quixotefoundation.org to read more about this vow,
download a set of postcards, contribute promises of your own
and maybe, just maybe, win some theo chocolate.
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you’ve received this piece of anniversary cake because a friend would like you to join us in a vow.

to celebrate the ten-year anniversary of our relationship with progressive nonprofit groups
and funders, we’re renewing our vows and making new promises to help shape the next ten years.

Quixote Foundation wants to see free people in fair societies on a healthy planet.

Leadershi

please
place 42Ç
stamp
here

a new style of u.s. reproductive rights advocacy that
recognizes this fact: freedom to make thoughtful decisions
about our health is a basic human right.
Quixote Foundation believes new strategies are needed to stop the
perpetual attacks on Roe v. Wade and other legal protections. For
the next two years and possibly longer, we’re supporting a Pacific
Northwest reproductive justice collaborative initiated by small
organizations and local leaders who are grounded in practical
experience.

Dear:
I vow

___________________________________________________

to find new answers by asking fresh questions.

I’ll toss out my assumption that an approach must be the most
effective just because it’s been around the longest or is in the
mainstream. If it’s not broken, maybe it’s time to break it!
Please join me and Quixote Foundation in taking this vow!

{decisive

[ mail to:

Sincerely,

___________________________________________________

This group will search for fresh approaches to reproductive
rights-related law, public policy and messaging. Through their
work, some of the smartest minds in the country are re-thinking
how we can protect the right to make reproductive health
decisions freely, supported by equitable access to the education,
practical information and services we need.

idealism}

{practice

activists and practitioners are adopting

Visit

www.quixotefoundation.org to read more about this vow,
download a set of postcards, contribute promises of your own
and maybe, just maybe, win some theo chocolate.
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Grassroots

please
place 42Ç
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need time to take a break and exchange ideas.

Dear:
I vow

___________________________________________________

to bring people together without obligation.

Quixote Foundation convened some 60 progressive leaders at
two retreats so they could get to know each other, share
information and compare experiences. No end product was
expected. We simply facilitated a conversation among some of
the country’s most effective innovators who are known for
playing well with others.
As it turns out, a North Carolina environmental leader, a hip-hop
artist/activist from Pennsylvania, an Arab American community
organizer from Michigan, a civic engagement leader from Oregon,
and a Florida city councilmember have a heck of a lot in common.

{practice

working on diverse issues of economic justice

Instead of debating whether chickens or eggs should come first
in progressive priorities, I’ll create an incubator, then step
back and see what hatches.
Please join me and Quixote Foundation in taking this vow!
[ mail to:

Sincerely,

___________________________________________________

These events fostered a huge array of collaborations, ranging from
informal, ongoing relationships to a six-state pilot project and the
launch of sister organizations in neighboring states.
note to ourselves: Maybe leaving smart people to their own
devices is the best way to guarantee results.

idealism}

{experimental

Visit

www.quixotefoundation.org to read more about this vow,
download a set of postcards, contribute promises of your own
and maybe, just maybe, win some theo chocolate.
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People
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The media reform landscape moves fast. We can’t stay current
on all the intricacies of corporate consolidation, internet equity,
ownership segregation and other issues. If we took time to develop
structured programs, they’d usually be out of date.

I’ll get to know my grantees well enough to trust their
leadership on the details. I’ll support them in ways that
promote long-term health for their organizations and the
movements they’ve set out to build.

This area is one example of why Quixote Foundation tries to grant
general operating support to organizations whose leaders we
trust. Accountability can come in the form of relationships as well
as metrics. We ask grantees to direct money where it’s needed,
including staff and administrative costs, and talk to us frankly
about the results. If we can’t rely on our partners to spend money
wisely, maybe we shouldn’t fund them at all.

Please join me and Quixote Foundation in taking this vow!

a casual reference to moby dick—everyone nods agreement while

idealism}

{confident

___________________________________________________

to make ongoing conversations more important
than annual reports.

{practice

looking a little worried you might ask for details.

Dear:
I vow

u.s. media reform is like dropping

[ mail to:

Sincerely,

___________________________________________________

Visit

www.quixotefoundation.org to read more about this vow,
download a set of postcards, contribute promises of your own
and maybe, just maybe, win some theo chocolate.
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having confidence that their freely-made choices are recorded

Dear:
I vow

___________________________________________________

to ask “best for whom?” when i’m told
something is a foundation or nonprofit best practice.

and counted correctly.
A few years ago, Quixote Foundation realized electronic voting
left too much room for doubt, so we invited leaders working on
this topic to get together. One meeting led to another, people
coordinated their work, interest expanded to related issues and
the Election Verification Network (EVN) was born.
The EVN is an informal group communicating daily through a
listserv, monthly via conference calls and annually at a national
gathering. It doesn’t have “members” but participants include
academics, activists, nonprofit and legislative staff, election officials
and more. We were one of the first funders of… whatever it was before
it had a name. For years we were nearly the sole funder for EVN.

If I have to be a first funder, sole funder or jump into
controversial areas to support my grantees’ work, so be it.
Please join me and Quixote Foundation in taking this vow!
[ mail to:

Sincerely,

___________________________________________________

No, we didn’t flunk “Grantmaking 101.” We know the accepted rules
and as a small family foundation we have the flexibility to break them.
Sometimes the best results come from taking thoughtful risks.

idealism}

{unconventional

{practice

election integrity boils down to voters

Visit

www.quixotefoundation.org to read more about this vow,
download a set of postcards, contribute promises of your own
and maybe, just maybe, win some theo chocolate.
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u.s.

please
place 42Ç
stamp
here

diverse passengers along for the ride isn’t enough—we need
society’s full range of sharp minds and strong hearts to
design, build, power and steer the vessel.
Imagine the field of philanthropy if Native Americans planned
every session instead of blessing a conference with opening
prayer; if an expert African American panel were expected to
discuss global economics rather than race relations; or if families
let their youngest generation be fully franchised foundation
members instead of only a junior board. Typecasting cleverly
disguised as inclusion may be a small step in the right direction,
but Quixote Foundation wants to take a bigger leap.

Dear:
I vow

___________________________________________________

to build a posse who can illuminate the blind spots
in my organization’s worldview.
I’ll assemble a cadre of advisors, listen to every voice and share
power early enough for real innovation to grow out of the team.
Please join me and Quixote Foundation in taking this vow!

[ mail to:

Sincerely,

___________________________________________________

Our way of starting is to move beyond inherited decision-making roles,
asking people outside our family to help guide Quixote Foundation.
From giving young staff a chance to direct grants to seeking creative
advice from an ever-growing team, we’re doing our best to re-engineer
what we do on the ground in order to reach the moon.

idealism}

{ astronomical

{practice

can be a rocket ship, but inviting

Visit

www.quixotefoundation.org to read more about this vow,
download a set of postcards, contribute promises of your own
and maybe, just maybe, win some theo chocolate.
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Grantmaking
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without buying into the notion that hardship is a virtue.

Dear:
I vow

___________________________________________________

to take the scenic route.

At Quixote Foundation we’ve become convinced we’ll reach our
goals faster by lifting our noses from the grindstone, enjoying fun
and beauty, and trusting people to channel the resulting energy
back into their work.
This notion means we invest in adequate resources and
comfortable surroundings so people aren’t distracted by
“making-do.” We’ve sent Team Quixote skiing for mind-and-body
challenging retreats and returned with stronger ways of working
together. When we host a meeting, the costs of providing a relaxed
environment, good food and ample free time are more than repaid
when folks leave the session freshly inspired instead of fatigued.

I’m not talking about a few brief stops at viewpoints along the
highway—I mean choosing an entirely different road and taking
everyone involved along for an enjoyable ride.
Please join me and Quixote Foundation in taking this vow!
[ mail to:

Sincerely,

___________________________________________________

If we want people to pour themselves into this work, then we
should be willing to offer a rich journey and memorable life
experience for everyone involved.

idealism}

{considerate

{practice

offers enough built-in challenges

Visit

www.quixotefoundation.org to read more about this vow,
download a set of postcards, contribute promises of your own
and maybe, just maybe, win some theo chocolate.
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damned if the money is going to get between me and the work.”
At Quixote Foundation we usually make life more complicated
than is required. We admit it. We became funders because
we’re passionate activists, not just because we inherited control
of a foundation.
Keeping our activist perspective means we sometimes mix it up
with fundraising staffers who ask uncomfortable questions,
choose rallies over high-donor events, promote our priorities to
other funders, point out philanthropy’s blind spots and attach
our names where anonymity might be more comfortable. We
include far more people than our three board members in every
aspect of what we do—and stick with this approach when “making
executive decisions” would be easier.

Dear:
I vow

___________________________________________________

to turn my world upside down if that’s what it
takes to change it for the better.
I’ll put my life’s energy into this work right along with the
charitable funds I help control.
Please join me and Quixote Foundation in taking this vow!

[ mail to:

Sincerely,

___________________________________________________

Being grantmakers doesn’t excuse us from pushing into the fray.
As the Quixote Foundation president recently quipped, “This is a
lot more interesting than me just sitting around writing checks.”

idealism}

{demanding

{practice

quote a favorite foundation colleague, “i’ll be

Visit

www.quixotefoundation.org to read more about this vow,
download a set of postcards, contribute promises of your own
and maybe, just maybe, win some theo chocolate.

idealism}

you’ve received this piece of anniversary cake because a friend would like you to join us in a vow.

to celebrate the ten-year anniversary of our relationship with progressive nonprofit groups
and funders, we’re renewing our vows and making new promises to help shape the next ten years.

Quixote Foundation wants to see free people in fair societies on a healthy planet.

To

please
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______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

Please

use this card to explain an idealism you’d like to practice and
a vow you’d like others to take. we’ll feature selected responses at
www.quixotefoundation.org. * there might even be chocolate in it for you.
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Please join me in taking this vow!

[ mail to:

Sincerely,

organization:_ ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

phone/email:________________________________________________________

{

Quixote Foundation
5405 Leary Avenue NW, Suite 2
Seattle, WA 98107

_ __________________________________________________

address:_____________________________________________________________

idealism}

please
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______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

{practice

What o you want to see?

Dear Don & Team Quixote:
I vow to

my initials here ______________ confirm it’s okay for quixote
foundation to publish what i’ve written on the web site or
in other materials.
it’s okay to use my name

keep me anonymous

whatever!

idealism}

this postcard or submit your vow at www.quixote foundation.org and we’ll enter
* send
you in a drawing to win one of three fabulous gift boxes of theo chocolate.

quixote foundation wants to see free people
in fair societies on a healthy planet.

{practice

Quixote Foundation, Inc.
5405 Leary Avenue NW, Suite 2
Seattle, WA 98107
206.783.5554 fax: 206.784.5516
www.quixotefoundation.org

phone:
web:

design:

Ian Hewitt-Woods
www.ihwdesign.com
words:

Keneta Anderson
www.kenetaanderson.com
printing:

A. Maciel Printing
www.amacielprinting.com
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